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A MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATION TO A STRAPDOWN LASER GYRO NAVIGATOR
C. Giardina and E. Luxford
The Singer Company-Kearfott Division
Littjle Falls, New Jersey
This paper is concerned with replacing analog circuit control loops
for laser gyros (path length control, cross axis temperature compensa-
tion loops, dither servo and current regulators), with digital filters
residing in microcomputers. The object of using this type of design
is to improve on system reliability (through part count reduction),
reduce size and power requirements, and therefore, improve on system
performance. Consistent replication in the design is a further
benefit derived by replacing analog components with digital software.
In addition to the control loops, a discussion will be given on
applying the microprocessor hardware to compensation for coning and
skulling motion where simple algorithms are processed at high speeds
to compensate component output data (digital pulses) for linear and
angular vibration motions.
Highlights are given on the methodology and system approaches used
in replacing differential equations describing the analog system
in terras of the mechanized difference equations of the microprocessor.
Here standard one for one frequency domain techniques are employed
in replacing analog transfer functions by their transform counterparts.
Direct digital design techniques are also discussed along with their
associated benefits. Time and memory loading analyses are also sum-
marized, as well as signal and microprocessor architecture utilized
to do the "best job".
Trade offs in algorithm, mechanization, time/memory loading,
accuracy and microprocessor architecture are also given.
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Method of Improving Performance
Overcome backscattered light between
two beams due to mirror (reflector)
imperfections and thereby circumvent
lock-in
Minimize drift due to gas flow in
laser cavity
Minimize drift due to temperature
variation of block
Minimize drift due to temperature
variation of block
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tion) as gyro period-
ically locks in during
dither reversals.
Variation usually
occurs only with a
given gyro turn-on.
Control Signal
Force applied to gyro
dither spring through







applied to PZT device
Force applied to gyro
block through voltage
applied to PZT device
Force applied to a
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PATH LENGTH CONTROL LOOP
FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM
PATH LEMGTH VARIATIONS












REDUCTION IN SYSTEM COMPLEXITY AND COST SAVINGS
Electronics Circuit Board Area





failure rate X =











* With hybridization approximately same board area could be achieved but.cost
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